INTRODUCTION
Understanding the relationship between nutrition, reproduction and survival, on the genetic 42 and the phenotypic level, is thought to be essential for healthspan and lifespan extension (1). 43 Research on genes involved in the modulation of these traits has revealed a network of 44 nutrient and energy sensing signalling pathways that govern reproduction and survival (2), 45 with substantial evolutionary conservation across the tree of life (3, 4) . Lifespan extending 46 effects of dietary restriction (DR)the most successful intervention to prolong life to date 47 (3)is a case of phenotypic plastic response that generally not only increases survival, but 48 also decreases reproduction (5). Evolutionary life-history theory and the antagonistic 49 pleiotropy theory for the evolution of aging state that early and late life fitness components 50 are generally trading off against each other, and that these negative correlations between 51 traits are genetically based (6, 7). Within this framework, the plastic response to DR can be 52 understood as the consequence of a shift in the energy trade-off between reproduction and 53 survival. 54 The disposable soma theory of aging is built around this theoretical conjecture (8), and it 55 states that resource requirements for reproduction directly compete with those required for 56 somatic maintenance, and that this relationship should be observed both on the 57 physiological and genetic level (see the distinction between 'physiological' and 'genetic' 58 (evolutionary) trade-off, discussed in 9). Under the diposable soma theory, if the observed 59 plasticity in this trade-off is adaptive, living longer and reproducing less under short term increase in reproduction after sufficient numbers of generations under chronic DR, 87 independent of a response in lifespan. 88 In the present study, we test this prediction using experimental evolution in Drosophila 89 melanogaster, by manipulating adult dietary yeast levels and testing for an evolved response 90 in female flies after approximately 50 generations. We previously found a response in male 91 reproduction to this experimental evolution regime, with males evolved on DR having 92 increased reproduction when tested on DR, standard or enriched diets, but no reduction in 93 survival (24).
94

95
METHODS
96
Experimental design 97 Experimental flies (Drosophila melanogaster) originated from experimental evolution lines that 98 evolved on three distinct diets with different yeast contents as adults (low diet (LD), standard diet 99 (SD), high diet (HD); specific diet characteristics are given in supplementary table S1). Flies in 100 the experimental evolution lines were kept in four replicate mixed-sex population cages per diet 101 treatment, containing 150 adult males and 150 adult females each. All larvae were reared on 102 standard diet, and only adults were exposed to the experimental evolution diets in the population 103 cages. More specific details on the experimental setup of the lines can be found in Zajitschek et al.
104
(24). In short, our experimental flies were derived from Dahomey, a large outbred laboratory 105 population which originally was sampled in 1970 from the wild in Benin, West Africa. Ever since 106 the population has been maintained in mixed-sex population cages with overlapping generations 107 under constant environmental conditions (25°C, 60% humidity, 12:12 light-dark cycle, on standard yeast-sugar diet). Recent studies on this population showed that it hosts substantial levels of 109 genetic variation for lifespan (25, 26) . We tested for an evolutionary response in females after 110 approximately 50 generations of experimental evolution. Sample sizes are given in the Supplement 111 (Table S2 ).
112
To remove any parental effects from the diet treatments before the start of the experiment, 113 experimental flies were passed through two generations of common garden. To accomplish this 114 females from the experimental population cages were allowed to lay eggs in wide plastic vials 115 (28.5 mm × 95 mm used for all experimental work) with standard diet (SD) overnight. Eggs were 116 trimmed to 100 eggs per vial, and eclosing adults were allowed to mate for the 2 days after eclosion 117 before females were allowed to lay eggs in new SD vials for 2 hours. Eggs were again trimmed to SD vials and given the matching number of 2 day old males that were bred in a separate stock 124 sourced from the same population cage, once every week for 12 hours. Eggs laid during this period 125 were counted. Total fecundity was calculated by summing eggs laid over all vials and weeks.
126
Survival was checked every Monday, Wednesday and Friday until all flies had died. 127 We measured dry adult body mass of groups of 10 individual female flies, replicated 10 times per 128 cage per evolutionary diet treatment (N = 400 per treatment). Prior to weighing, all flies were 129 raised for 2 generations on SD medium, as described above.
Statistical analysis 131
To analyze survival, we used mixed Cox proportional hazard models (function coxme, R 132 package coxme, 27). As the interaction term between assay diet and evolution diet was 133 significant in a global analysis (χ 2 = 104.63, df = 4, P < 0.001), we performed a) post-hoc 134 analyses for assay diet effects within evolution diet groups, using Tukey's HSD method to adjust with instantaneous mortality rate (hazard rate) at age x given by , parameter b0 is the intercept 151 and is interpreted as the initial or baseline mortality rate, parameter b1 is the increase of mortality 152 rate with advancing age (the aging parameter). We compared exponential and Gompertz model 153 fits using the deviance information criterion, DIC (32). For all reported analyses, diet was treated 154 as a categorical variable. Lifespan summary statistics and sample sizes are given in Table S2 , 155 median lifespan is plotted in Figure S3 . 156 Female reproductive fitness was estimated as the sum of all weekly fecundity measurements of 157 each population of females in a vial, scaled by the initial number of females in a vial. Total 158 fecundity was analyzed in linear mixed effects models following the same process as in the 159 analysis for survival and lifespan, with population cage fitted as a random intercept. To 160 specifically compare early, mid and late life fecundity, we also tested effects on mean fecundity Fig 1) . When tested on LD, flies evolved on SD lived on average 6.5 days 188 longer than flies evolved on LD, and 14.5 days longer than flies evolved on HD (Table S2 ).
189
On SD assay diet, LD and SD evolution diet group survival and mean lifespan were not Table S2 ). This DR effect was not 198 observed in females evolved on low diet, where no significant difference in lifespan 199 between standard and restricted assay diet was found (z = 0.72, P = 0.999; shape of survival 200 curves did marginally not differ: z = 3.05, P < 0.057; Fig 2) , neither in females evolved on 201 high protein diet (lifespan: z = −0.84, P = 0.996; survival: z = 3.02, P = 0.064).
202
All groups showed an exponential increase in hazard ratea signature of aging (see 203   Table S3 ; Fig S2) . Differences between evolution diet regimes in age-dependent hazard rate 204 occurred when tested on LD, with SD evolution regime flies having the lowest baseline 205 hazard rate, and the highest aging rate, compared to LD and HD evolution regimes (Table   206 S3; Fig S2) . When tested on SD, the lower lifespan of HD evolution regime flies was caused 207 by a higher baseline hazard rate, compared to LD and SD evolution regime flies, despite a 208 lower aging rate (Table S3 ). While the DR lifespan extension effect that was observed only 209 in SD evolution diet flies was based on a decrease in baseline hazard rate, aging rate was 210 decreased and baseline hazard rate increased in LD and HD evolution diet flies tested on 211 LD, compared to when tested on SD (Table S3 ). Effects of evolution diet and assay diet on reproduction, but not their interaction were 215 significant (ED: F2,71 = 4.29, P = 0.017; AD: F2,71 = 319.36, P < 0.001; AD × ED: F4,71 = 216 1.23, P = 0.305), with richer assay diet having a positive effect on fecundity (Fig 3) . In 217 separate analyses for each assay diet, the effect of evolution diet was not significant (LD: 218 F2,9 = 1.28, P = 0.324; SD: F2,20 = 1.83, P = 0.187; HD: F2,21 = 2.08, P = 0.150).
219
Testing age-dependent (vial-based) fecundity trajectories, we found an overall 220 difference between evolution diet regimes when tested on LD (∆AIC = 11.38; Fig S1) and 221 SD (∆AIC = 15.81; Fig S1) , but not on HD assay diet (∆AIC = 7.73; Fig S1) . Visual We previously tested this prediction in males, using the same experimental evolution 250 lines as in the present study (24). In contrast to females, male reproduction increased when 251 evolving on low protein diet. However, we did not observe a simultaneous decrease in and might not even be measured.
279
Discussing our previous results in males, we invoked IIS/TOR signalling dependent 280 autophagy (43). This process is upregulated in low dietary resource environments (44), and 281 could be a potential mechanism to explain higher reproduction without lowered survival in 282 males, which has been previously suggested as a general explanation for DR effects on 283 lifespan (45). We hypothesized that a sexually antagonistic effect, for example through the diet, but is also characterized by an earlier onset of aging. Evolution in a rich resource 310 environment (high diet) resulted in low lifespan when tested on DR, but also when assayed 311 on standard diet. The fact that females evolved on high diet and tested on DR had very low 312 survival, but did not show a simultaneous increase in reproduction also does not support a 313 direct reallocation between reproduction and survival. However, the disposable soma theory 314 is generally not very suitable to explain phenotypes in resource-rich environments, as one of 315 its fundamental assumption is that resources are limited. The negative effect on lifespan 316 caused by evolving on high-protein diet points to a specific loss of plasticity in the ability to 317 adjust lifespan to nutrition and to survive longer when assayed in nutritionally less rich 318 environments.
319
Measuring tradeoffs is always a difficult endeavour, even in the established model species 320 like D. melanogaster. We used female fecundity, measured as the number of eggs laid, as 321 our fitness measure. Negative fitness effects could potentially manifest in the quality of the 322 offspring, for example through egg viability, hatching success, and condition of eclosed 323 offspring, which we did not capture in our assay. Another caveat that concerns all 324 experimental evolution and artificial selection studies is the possibility of parental effects 325 through non-genetic transgenerational inheritance. To lower these effects, we allowed one 326 generation of relaxed selection on standard diet, before assessing treatment effects.
327
In summary, our findings do not support the leading hypothesis that lifespan 
